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In March 2021, the NCAFP held a series of videoconferences with participants from the US, Japan,
the Republic of Korea (ROK), Australia, Canada, the European Union (EU), the United Kingdom
(UK) and India, to discuss common priorities in the Indo-Pacific. 2 The discussion covered changes
in the regional balance of power, the rise and utility of great power competition, how to promote
constructive international behavior, and the prospects for shaping a balance of power favorable
to the interests of the US and its allies and partners.

Key Takeaways
•

No countries in the region or the world want a zero-sum mentality on security issues to
escalate into a major power war. There is, however, great anxiety about how to manage
conflicts and pressure short of war (grey-zone activities) in an interdependent global
system.

•

The best future for middle powers in the region and for the US as a regional stakeholder is
more multipolarity. However, the massive power advantages that the US and China
maintain over the rest of the world and the dominant mindset of great power competition
are propelling bipolar choices. And the regional need to engage the US to balance against
China’s use of coercive power reinforces a competitive mindset and accelerates the desire
of both the US and China to maintain power advantages.

•

The US’ allies and partners recognize a strong need for balancing against China’s coercive
behaviors, but need also to make space for engaging with China on issues affecting the
regional security and economic environment. Balancing strategies may be exclusive by
necessity, but need to coexist with inclusive forums to ensure functional multipolarity.

•

The key to functional multipolarity is effective multilateral institutions. These institutions
should serve to set standards for state behavior during disagreements and provide
peaceful, non-coercive pathways to dispute resolution. The inability of major international
institutions to reform and update—efforts that have been seriously stifled by a return to
great power competition—is driving the impetus for regional agreements and thus shifting
competitive strategies into regional fora.

This report reflects the notes and reflections of the author alone and is not a consensus document.
Participants attended multiple, separate sessions for this dialogue. The full list of participants can be found at the
end of the report.
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•

While the Biden administration has reasserted America’s global moral and political
leadership, questions remain about the US ability to sustain its provisions of public goods,
alone or in concert with allies and partners. The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QSD or
Quad) leaders meeting commitment to provide COVID vaccinations on regional need is a
positive step forward in asserting regional leadership. What would be even more helpful
is to embed the US in a regional trade agreement, either formally or through a network of
bilateral and minilateral agreements.

Policy Recommendations
•

The US should lead a multilateralism audit to identify what is working and what is not
working for various actors, to prioritize areas of reform, and to build momentum for
changes.

•

Anti-coercion economic strategies should focus on balancing against dominance through
diversification (or deterrence by denial). Decoupling may occur in some sectors but it is
not broadly evident in the record of trade with China, which has increased even in the
period of major power competition.

•

Balancing coalitions and strategies to manage power asymmetries need to arise through
voluntary, flexible, ad hoc arrangements. Working toward consensus on managing China’s
rise on different areas of national interest is more achievable than unity.

•

Likewise, issue-based cooperation is best approached in a flexible, ad-hoc manner. If the
world is moving toward multipolarity, the future of international diplomacy and
cooperation will be organized around alignment on issues, not political typology or
structural relations.

•

The US and its allies and partners should continue to pursue a rules-based order where
China—and any other major power, current or future—is invested in following and
upholding the rules. It would be a mistake to sacrifice strengthening and reforming the
current international system on the altar of major power competition; the system will be
even more important to US and allied interests as China rises and as multipolarity
emerges.
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US Reengagement in Asia
The US is at the nascent stages of turning its diplomatic ship back toward multilateralism and
reengagement in the world, after the Trump administration’s retrenchment and withdrawal
policies. But amid repeated assertions that the US is not and cannot go back to its Obama-era
policies because of changes in the interim, what, if any, changes have been made to US regional
engagement goals in the Indo-Pacific? Although several participants raised the Trump
administration’s declassification of an Indo-Pacific Strategy document that outlined ‘primacy’ as
a goal, few believed that primacy was achievable, or even desirable. A more realistic and
acceptable regional goal would be to enact balance of power strategies that prevent the emergence
of a regional hegemon. This accounts for a regional sense of US relative decline, and guards to
some extent against pendulum swings in US domestic politics, without being fatalistic about the
region’s future.
To bolster confidence in the US reengagement plan, participants recommended that the US find
a clear path toward regional economic engagement. Ideally, the US would join the CPTPP. But
realistically, the US could uphold CPTPP high-standard trading norms by completing bilateral
and minilateral trade agreements that would require less of a heavy political lift at home and
abroad.
Economic engagement would amplify signals of the US willingness and capability to provide
regional public goods. Participants discussed a sense in the region that China’s push through the
Belt and Road Initiative to provide financing and construction of infrastructure projects is more
responsive to regional needs than the comparatively minor economic programs of the US. While
in reality the US provides a great deal of regional public goods, including backstopping freedom
of navigation and investing in regional institutions, the US has not been as successful as China in
touting the benefits of those efforts. More needs to be done to highlight the steps the US has and
is undertaking in the region, including the joint efforts between the US and its allies and partners.
The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad) leaders-level statement pledging COVID vaccinations
to the region is an important and welcome step in this regard.
Participants strongly argued that the US presence in the region was necessary to create a balance
of power to manage China’s rise, but cautioned that a strategy based solely on military emphasis
was insufficient to deal with coercive Chinese behavior, particularly coercive economic behavior.
At the same time, finding ways to impose costs on China for its coercive economic behavior was
necessary but insufficient to managing the regional states’ economic relationship with China. In
other words, countries of the region are looking to the US and other Western economic partners
to provide options for rapid diversification when under Chinese pressure, but not to radically
decouple their own economies from China. It remains unclear if the US and others can find a
mechanism to impose costs—a collective defense strategy against economic coercion akin to
NATO’s Article 5, which would require state intervention in corporate affairs, is as contrary to the
free market system as China’s unofficial import bans, and would likely be unworkable in practice.
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Participants acknowledged that only the US has sufficient power to balance China’s rise. Both the
US and China are substantially ahead of others when it comes to combined economic and military
might, as well as political influence—and these realities of global power distribution mean that
strategies of great power competition are driving bipolarity, not multipolarity, even if such
strategies are multilateral. Balancing strategies are exclusionary by nature, pairing the US with
other countries against China in a bipolar structure. The strategic question is how to set up these
exclusionary strategies alongside those that are inclusive of both the US and China, so that
countries of the region have positive-sum choices alongside some zero-sum choices. The US also
should and is—alongside regional partners and allies—investing in capacity-building programs to
enable smaller states to do more for their own defense and network allies together in the IndoPacific. This should, over time, alleviate some of the burden on US forces in the region.

Defending the Rules-Based International Order &
Updating International Institutions
One participant outlined standards of behavior that are endorsed by the great powers as the key
to an effective rules-based order. Other participants felt that great powers typically exempt
themselves from inconvenient rules and the international system had to find ways to manage this
reality. One participant noted that the selectivity of compliance made hollow blanket assertions
that China does not play by the rules—in many areas, China is compliant. The goal of international
institutional reform should be to encourage great powers to invest their power in ensuring
compliance to shared rules, not to invest their power in changing the rules in their favor (and thus,
likely eroding compliance from other major powers). That great power competition is happening
inside international institutions and reverberating back into bilateral and multilateral relations is
a phenomena specific to this era, as opposed to the Cold War bifurcation of international political,
economic and legal institutions. This complexity will only deepen as the world moves toward
greater multipolarity.
What is needed now is a large-scale international institutions audit to pinpoint where the system
is working well to ensure compliance to its rules and where it is falling short. Part of the complexity
of such an effort is its scale—an audit would need to cover financial institutions, standards-setting
organizations, political institutions, regional and global trading mechanisms, etc. A guiding
principle for such an effort would be to identify and share best practices for voluntary compliance
to rules. While there has been a great deal of attention to outlining the problems of noncompliance, solutions to these challenges come from finding where the system works.
China’s coercive economic behavior is a problem and its use of unofficial sanctions seems to be
escalating. Part of the urgency of the response now is a failure to have come to the aid of targeted
countries in the past. At the same time, participants acknowledged that there may be an
overemphasis on the effects of these unofficial sanctions. For the most part, China still needs the
global trading system to remain robust, and trade between China and its targeted countries grew
during some of these disputes, offsetting the costs to one industry with benefits to another. The
long-term reputational cost to China and the impetus to diversify away from the risk of unofficial
sanctions is difficult to quantify at this time. This is an area where countries should adopt a ‘don’t
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panic, don’t relax,’ attitude and discuss risk management and mitigation strategies. The first goal
should be to work toward internal consensus on managing these risks, before leveraging those
national discussions into collective action.
There was some weariness among participants to address coercive economic behavior through
WTO reform. Rules may be easier to defend through smaller regional trading agreements than
through slow-paced and highly bureaucratic global institutions. But if global institutions cannot
deliver solutions to transnational problems, the patchwork of regional institutions will further
drift and break apart, raising the cost of global cooperation.
Several participants brought up the need to diversify high-tech supply chains and perhaps to seek
to decouple from China in these sensitive areas. These discussions revealed concern about the
escalation of political disputes into multiple domains of conflict; or escalation of grey-zone
activities into kinetic action, potentially with a nuclear or strategic dimension. Part of an
institutional audit might examine areas where rules are insufficient to manage conflict escalation.
A related discussion among allies and partners of the US is how to link the low-end issues (greyzone) to the high-end issues (nuclear and strategic) to better prepare for interoperability in an
escalating conflict.

Dealing with Regional Hotspots
The discussions touched on three regional security hotspots—North Korea, cross-Taiwan Strait
relations, and maritime territorial disputes in the East and South China Seas.
On North Korea, skepticism remains high that North Korea will ever give up their nuclear
weapons program but there are important reasons for maintaining this outcome as a long-term
goal. Accepting the permanence of the program erodes non-proliferation norms in East Asia and
makes the credibility of US extended deterrence the key factor in whether voices for indigenous
nuclear programs in Japan and the ROK gain traction.
A practical approach toward a long-term deal that manages the threat risk from the North and
not the nature of its regime may be the best of many non-optimal paths forward. Such a deal would
need to halt the program at a manageable cap for regional deterrence strategies. There are still
several challenges in achieving this modest outcome, including differing threat perceptions on
DPRK activities among the regional stakeholders and the current opacity on North Korea’s
COVID-19 economic and health situation. One American participant also noted that the focus of
Japan on abductees may need to be revisited if and when engagement resumes.
There are both strategic and normative reasons for regional powers to be on high alert over crossStrait developments. Strategically, Japan’s security environment would drastically deteriorate if
the PRC took Taiwan by force. Normatively, Beijing’s increasing military pressure on Taiwan is
engendering a lot of empathy among regional democracies for supporting Taiwan’s continued
autonomy. One participant from the region labeled cross-Strait relations as indicative of Beijing’s
expansionist intentions and capabilities; tying the pressure on Taiwan to China’s attempts to
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expand influence on the Korean peninsula, in the South China Sea, and to violently repress dissent
in Hong Kong and Xinjiang. It remains unclear how official policies in regional states will register
these concerns but the chorus against Chinese aggression and the awareness of the asymmetries
many smaller powers have with China is growing.
Though most of the participants in this dialogue were not from claimant countries to disputed
maritime territories in the East and South China Seas, concerns from Japanese participants about
China’s encroachment tactics were registered and discussed. All of the participants agreed on the
global need for freedom of navigation norms to be respected, and understood that China’s actions
were contrary to the spirit and sometimes the letter of the law. American participants were among
those noting that it would be useful to norms-enforcement if the US ratified the UN Convention
on Law of the Sea. The US is the only country that can unilaterally pursue a strategy of deterrence
by force against China on maritime military pressure. But increased interoperability between the
“spokes” of US alliances in the region should also serve to raise the potential costs of escalation in
specific disputes.

The Role of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad)
The Quad leaders’ summit that took place during the course of these dialogues was deemed a
success by participants, who noted the affirmative nature of the joint statement, which did not
target China specifically and did focus on concrete actions to provide public goods, as well as
tackle 21st century challenges. Participants strongly felt that the Quad must have a framing that
does not reinforce binary choices about great power competition to be attractive in the region.
Participants also felt the format of the Quad moving forward, one organized around issue-specific
working groups, was a step forward that maintained good balance between bureaucratic
institutionalization and loose coordination. At its best, this structure could create an Indo-Pacific
set of alternatives to decoupling, and help to reinforce the rules-based order by offering
alternatives to power-centric structures. One Japanese participant felt the Quad was the most
significant development in international cooperation since the founding of the United Nations.
Persistent questions remain about the ability of the four Quad countries to deliver on this
potential. Can the US sustain its involvement in the Quad and invest its resources in the IndoPacific while it is focused on domestic renewal? How will India mix with the tighter habits of
cooperation and coordination among the US and its allies? How does the Quad fit into the myriad
concepts of the future of the Indo-Pacific? These challenges—both practical and conceptual—need
to be continuously addressed and updated as the grouping evolves.
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Some participants explained the distinction between the Quad and the Indo-Pacific in terms of
scope, with non-Pacific powers having a greater stake in the Indo-Pacific concepts than the Quad;
while others felt that the Quad’s ability to work flexibility with other countries in Quad+
arrangements made it the core of the Indo-Pacific concept. However, the Quad itself lacks a longterm vision for the region, which limits its ability to serve as a counterbalance to China’s vision of
its own centrality. While short-term work on habits of cooperation and medium-term work on 21st
century challenges are both welcome, flexibility on the long-term goals—which may be necessary
to keep India engaged—will limit the Quad’s ability to drive an Indo-Pacific vision.
The Quad can start by meeting some minimum expectations—commitment to future high-level
meetings, a practical implementation of its current work plan, and regularizing its working
groups, particularly on critical technologies and climate change. These minimums can act as
action-forcing mechanisms for domestic policy consensus, which is a step in the right direction.

Meanwhile, the Quad will need to continually guard against disappointment based on
mismatched expectations. India is not likely to pursue a direct confrontation with China when it
is in process of reframing bilateral relations after the latest rounds of border clashes. It sees the
Quad less as a semi-formal alliance and more as a common marketplace. Its goals include
leveraging its position as the largest open data market in the world by working with like-minded
countries to develop that market as a major economic driver. Similar marketplace dynamics could
develop with regard to technology supply chains or development assistance.
Another major challenge for the Quad is how it will navigate developments in the region while
reinforcing its stated commitment to ASEAN centrality. While ASEAN has issued its own IndoPacific Outlook, it nevertheless regards the Quad with a certain degree of wariness. The events in
Myanmar expose some of the difficulties at play in these regional dynamics. While Quad countries
may be quick to find common ground on such issues, the credibility to lead and navigate solutions
belongs to ASEAN.

The Role of Non-Pacific Powers
There is a growing realization among non-Pacific powers that Asia policy cannot be an
afterthought, even if these countries have comparatively small regional leverage. Canada, the
countries of the European Union and the United Kingdom, all have significant economic interest
and people-to-people ties with the Indo-Pacific. The UK, in particular, is recognizing that it needs
to invest capabilities in international organizations and the international order writ large after
exiting the EU. And the EU itself is developing a consensus Indo-Pacific Strategy following
national strategies released by some of its major members, with EC Conclusions issued April 19.
The question is on which of the many debated issues and principles to engage, and how to do so
effectively as a regional outsider.
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There are multiple entry points for different groupings and alliance configurations: multilateral
coordination on transnational issues, upholding freedom of navigation norms, human rights and
democracy promotion, technology development, and reform of international institutions. The socalled D-10 may focus on human rights, while NATO may have a larger role to play on maintaining
security in open societies. In some cases, the European experience with Russian disinformation
and political interference may bear relevance to current challenges in Southeast Asia.
A key development to watch is how the strategic concepts put forth by Europe align or divert from
the US posture. While the Biden administration is reinvesting in multilateral cooperation, at least
one participant felt that the EU and Biden team define multilateralism in different ways—the EU
emphasis is on dealing with transnational problems; the Biden emphasis seems more on
managing balance of power. This ties back to the future of global institutional reform—is the goal
to foster inclusive or exclusive structures, and how will those structures interact together?

Conclusion
Overall, there seem to be two opposing but not wholly irreconcilable forces at play in determining
the future of the global system: one based on the interconnectedness of globalization and the rise
of emerging powers, which is building toward greater multipolarity; and another based on the
inertia of the US and China as dominant powers that is driving binary, zero-sum choices. The
strategic challenge for the US and its allies in the Indo-Pacific is to navigate between these forces
to prevent the emergence of a regional hegemon without damaging the foundations of global
peace and prosperity. More work needs to be done on how exclusive and inclusive groupings can
interact or reinforce each other to make space for this navigation to occur.
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